Piston Replacement for the 2002–2006 Honda CRV Compressor

The 2002–2006 Honda CRV 2.4L compressor is a commonly replaced compressor in the market. Global Parts Distributors, LLC (GPD) offers two options for this vehicle:

- GPD #6512653: Piston Replacement for the Scroll Compressor
- GPD #6511495: HS110R Scroll O.E. Style

The piston compressor is a direct bolt-off, bolt-on replacement for the scroll style compressor. GPD’s piston design is more tolerable of debris left in the A/C system and performs better at lower RPMs than the O.E. scroll.

All GPD compressors come with the correct amount of oil for the A/C system. No matter which compressor is chosen for replacement, GPD strongly recommends that the condenser is replaced and the system is flushed.